However, there is a subset of fascism called clerical fascism. Clerical fascist movements are as religious as they are ... 1930's, can be considered a clerical fascist group, in that it believed religion and nationalism were equally important.

As the editors of the Fascism journal imply, fascism studies, as a field, encompasses not only research of generic ... aspects of fascism are expressed in art, culture, ritual and propaganda, and how they are related to national and ...

Fascism: A Political Ideology of the Past - Inquiries Journal

Early History of Fascism. Similar political ideas arose in Germany after the outbreak of the war. German sociologist ... what he termed the “ideas of 1914” that were a declaration of war against the “ideas of 1789” (the French Revolution).

Fascism: A Political Ideology of the Past - Inquiries Journal

The most influential recent attempt to define fascism comes from Roger Griffin, ‘The Nature of Fascism’ (London: ... his zeal to reduce fascism to one pithy sentence seems to me more likely to inhibit than to stimulate analysis of ...

Fascism: A Political Ideology of the Past - Inquiries Journal

Roger Griffin at Oxford Brookes University. Roger D. Griffin (born 31 January 1948) is a British professor of modern ... the socio-historical and ideological dynamics of fascism, as well as various forms of political or religious fanaticism.

Roger Griffin - Wikipedia

This reader focuses on the definition and ideology of generic fascism, pulling together articles, essays and the political writings of key figures to explore the structural affinity that makes fascist not only in Nazi but in the many failed fascist movements that have surfaced in the era Europe and elsewhere.

International Fascism: Theories, Causes and the New Consensus (ed.) FASCISM: Critical Concepts in Political Science ( edited with Mathew Feldman ) FASCISM PAST AND PRESENT, EAST AND WEST ( edited ...